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TreasuryConnect provides trade communication and execution between corporate
treasury departments and broleer/dealers for structured financial product transactions.
Neither an exchange nor a broker, TreasuryConnect makes existing trade processes and
customer/dealer relationships work better by improving operational efficiency at all
stages - from trade initiation to execution to settlement.
Initially, TreasuryConnect was used for online execution of interest rate and currency
swaps; Xerox Corp. conducted the first online interest rate swap May 18, 2000.
However, the software's electronic deal capture, automated trade confirmation and
straight-through processing capabilities are applicable - and being rapidly adapted - to
other structured financial products, including energy, credit, and equity swaps.
Automating Trade Communication
TreasuryConnect was founded by a team of market and systems professionals whose
members had built two highly successful software and capital markets companies, ADS
Associates (now SunGard Treasury Systems) and Williams Capital Group. These
individuals recognized that while corporate treasury departments and dealers had highly
sophisticated risk management and trading systems, they still relied on telephone and fax
machines as their primary means of communication. This made obtaining prices and
executing trades time-consuming, clumsy and error-prone.
By shifting the trade communication venue from the telephone to the Internet and
enabling transactions to be executed online, TreasuryConnect:
•
•
•
•

Improves the price discovery process for customers;
Provides low-cost marketing and distribution for dealers;
Creates auditing and reporting controls for end-users; and
Maximizes operafing efficiency for all participants by providing a platform for
straight-through processing of data.

With TreasuryConnect, a customer wishing to enter into a transaction submits an
electronic term sheet to one or more dealers, obtains real-time price quotes, and executes
trades online. However, what happens before and after trade execution is as - or even
more - important as the trade itself
Linking to Legacy Systems
Both customers and dealers have legacy systems for front, middle and back office
processing and risk management. However, systems on one side cannot communicate
with those on the other. TreasuryConnect provides generic and custom straight- through
processing solutions so both sides can upload and download trade data.
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Straight through processing offers numerous advantages, including lower costs, fewer
errors, and reduction or elimination of repetitive administrative "drudgework." The
opportunities for savings are substantial. Processing interest rate derivative transactions
through conventional methods costs approximately $1,000 per trade. Failed or
incorrectly recorded trades could result in administrative costs of up to $10,000 and
market costs exceeding $100,000.
Powerful Database
TreasuryConnect's database captures information on bids, spreads, retractions, deal
types, credit profiles, dealer profiles and participation rates. This information can be used
for numerous purposes including audit trail, FAS 133 reporting, credit line management,
trade reassignment, cost of credit and cost of collateral analysis and pricing.
The TreasuryConnect system operates on any browser version 4.0 or higher. While end
users access the system utilizing the Internet, dealers have the option of an Internet or
frame relay connection.
TreasuryConnect investors include: The Williams Capital Group, eVentures International
and investment subsidiaries of Enron Corp. and AIG Financial Products Corp. The
company has offices in New York and Los Angeles.
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